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Nuclear Hardness Assurance
for Aeronautical Systems
Rayford P. Patrick
Strategic Air Command
U.S. Air Force

James M. Ferry
Air Force Weapons Labtratory
U.S, Air Force

t

AIR FORCE SYSTSMS with general war responsibilities must be capable of completing
their assigned missions during and after
exposure to the ho-itile environments generThis
ated by detonations of nuclear weapons.
system requirement, nuclear survivability, is
(l)*
governed by an Air For4ce regulation
ihich establishes policy for the conduct of
Hardthe Air Force Survivability Program.
nest is defined as it measure of the ability
of a sys:em to withstand exposure to one or
more nr.,lear enviromitments, and is being specified with ever increasing frequency in new
system acquisition
programs
as
well
as
reptacement procurements.

the
A program plan detailing
currents).
approach to satisfying the specifications
During the full
must also be formulated.
designs
are
phase,
development
mcale
developed and verified. Hardness assurance is
appropriate during the production phase to
ensure that each production system conforms
to the hardened design. Hariness maintenancq
and surveillance programs are established and
implemented by the using and maintaining
atencie
troinsure
thyt desipn harienes
is
maintained throughout the operational life of
the system.
Although each element is a vital part of
the survivability
program,m
experience has

The various pises of a major syst~em
acquisition program are depicted in Figure 1.
Under each phase -ire the critical nuclear
which muast be accomsurvivability actions
During the conplLshed during that. phase.
ceptual phase, extensive analyses consi,lering
miLssion, r,':enario, threat, cost, technological
capability, and numerous other factors must
be conducted to establish nuclear hardness
criteria which pr,3vide the necessary survivthe
ability.
During the validation phase,
into useable
criteria must be converted
free-field
a
(e.g.
ystem specifications

shown that
hardness a•su anee drives the
It
falls
probcanh.
entire survivability
between the development phase where one-of-akind prototypes are oeing built --- sometimes
and
the
on a trial and error basis --deployment phase w•here hundreds of "identical"
and
An
effective
are
deployed.
units
is
program
assurance
affordable hardness
strongly dependent on rather extensive prior
These efforts are in
supportive efforts.
These
addition to those listed in Figure 1.
prerequisite efforts include (a) the formu-

electromagnetic

must
criterion
pulse
related to system shlelding requirements
voltages
connector-pin
"black-box"

______

_____

be
and
and

_______.. . . . . . . .

This paper addresses nuclear hardness
assurance as it relates to system acquisit on, prerequisite efforts necessary for an

* Numbers in parenthesis designate
at end of paper.
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tromagner.ic- pulse hardening.
Other examples
ire given in references 3 & 4.)
This paper is based on the work done by

the
at the
Force
Weapons
Laboratory,authors
Kirtland
Air Air
Force
Base,
New Mexico.
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a
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report

was

included by reference in the B-1 production
The results were generalized and
contract.)

Ow

published
a

fotswr

M

in a report

(4) available

to

the

This paper summarizes these
general public.
basic efforts and changes whici have occurred
in response to se/ural years of experience in
applying the basic work to ongoing system
acquisitions.
NUCLEAR ENVIRONMENTS

F

i

-

System acquisition propr.im phases

.ation of a program philosophy,
(b)
the
deter,•ination of hardness design margins, (c)
the
documentation
of
hardness-critical
design details and rationale and (d)
the
development
of
detailed
parts
specifications.
The
prograr.t
philosophy
consists
of
basic ground ruies established during the
coceptual phase.
Sir.ce these grouid rules
influence the remainder of the potentially
decades-long survivability program, considerable effort should be expended in their
development and refinement.
A major consideration in their development is the amount
0of funds available
for the
survi-ability
program.
Funds availability drives -:he confidence factor associated with meeting or
exceeding the hardness criteria.
Mo:.t aerenautical systems prugrams have ftlle.- in the
"low
cost-medium
confLdence"
cktegory,
whereas ballistic missile orograms (with (to
man 1.n the loop) require higher confidences.
Considerations in the effort to obtain the
maximum hardness at minimum cost
include
trades between the
immediate nonr;curring
cost. of overdesign versus the recurring cost
of tight control over marginally hard bystems, selective hardening of only the mission critical subsystems,
concentration of
"emphasis (and funds) on those elements of
the system most critical to the overall system hardness,
identification of other program requirement which may be synergistic Lo
the hardness requirement and the integration
of such requirements into a single approach.
(There are numerous examples of such synergisms.
MIL STD 1553 (2) relating to digital equipment
interfacing results
in increased tolerance of digital systems to voltag. transients.
This increased tolerance
is a tremendous boon to gamma rate and elec-

The
detonation
of
a
nuclear
warhead
releases
tremendous amounts of energy in a
very short time period.
The purpose of this
section is to present a brief discussion of
the various
nuclear
environments
resulting
from the detonation with particular attention
given to those most pertinent to aeronaitical
systems.
Interested readers are referred to
Glasstone (5) and to the EMP Awareness Handbook (6) for more detail.
The chain reaction comprising detonation
produces
energetic
photous
(X-rays
and
gammas) and particles (neutrons,
alphas,
and
betasý.
These primary emanations in turn resuit in secondary effects,
sometimes of more
impact than themselves.
For example,
a high
altitude detonation produces gammas which interact with the atmosphere via Compton scattering and generate large numbers of electrons.
Electron motion along the earth's
magnetic field lines results in radiation of
broadband electromagnetic energy,
Figure 2
depicts
the major
primary and
interactive
environments produced by a detonation.
There are several general categoriei; of
Air Force systems depending upon whether they
are manned or unmanned,
whether they have
strategic, tactical or support roles, whether
they operate inside or outside the sensible
atmosphere,
etc.
Although nuclear criteria
for each specific system may vary, pert nent
nuclear
environments
for each
category
of
systems are conmnon and the ranges of criteria
levels within a category are bounded within
reasonable limits.
Aeronautical
systems include
all those
systems which operate within the atmosphere.
This limitation generally eliminates X-radiation
and
system
generated
electromagnetic
pulse as significant threats.
Figure 3 depicts the pertinent nuclear environments and
representative levels of hardness which are
expected in manned aircraft,
the most
tant and complex aeronautical system.
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their enurces

and interrelationships
lower hardness Level is representative of
Lhe inherent hardness expected of modern
aircraft acquired with no hardness consideratxon.
The higher is representative of the
"upper-end" hardness level.
Note however
that no range is give for the high altitude
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) environment.
It
is so wide-ranging, i.e. line-of-sight from
the high altitude detonation, that distance
from the detonation no longer has much sigrificance. For this reason, 04P is the mtat
significan; of the nuclear environments,
HARDNESS CRITICALITY
A typical aeronautical system consists
ot literally millions of individual elements.
The cost of controlling each and
every elemenL to rAintain system hardness
would be astronomical.
However, a large
percentage of the myriad of bits and pieces
requires no controls since no reasonable
change in their characteristics would affect
hardness. The competing factions, i.e. cost
and hardness assurance, mandate the invstigation and evaluation of each mission critical design element to determine whethe.r or
not it is critical to the system's design
hardness.
It an element is hardness critical., special controls must be placed on its
procurement/reprocurement,
a unique part
specification must be prepared,
spe.ific
design information and rationale muas be
documented, etc.
System slame, eitheir
nonmission critical or non-hardness crij.cal, require no special attention.
A simple yts or no breakpoln. tor liardness criticality should be adequate fos the
structual components of the syst#.,i.
However, a modern system contains numerous sys-
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Nuclear environments pertinent to

aeronautical systems and reproeentative
system hardness levels
tems utilizing semiconductors,
which are
potentially susceptible to nuclear radiation
und EMP-generatod transient voltages.
In
general, the electrical parameters characteristic of ,.,h part type vary because of
minute differences in the construction of
even seemingly identical parts. Their eLectricaL characteristics, such as gain, follow some type of statistical distribution.
Therefore, one pa.rticular part with above
average characteristics may be quite hard,
but replacement by another part with belowaverage characteristics could result in unacceptable hardness.
To take this property
into account, additional consideration is
required in the categorization of electronic
pieceparts.
The method presently in use
defines a mission critical piecepart to be
either in hardness critical category I
(HCCl), hardness critical category 2 (HCC2)
or non hardness critical.
An HCCI part may
be critical to the hardness design because
1) its design margin is small
(HCClM), 2)
it is hardness dedicated (HCCIH) or 3) it
is non standard (HCCLS).
flesign margin generally is defined to
be the ratio of the environmental level at
which the part ceases to function satisfactorily to the criterion, or specified environmental Level. For example, the gain of a
power transistor may drop below minimum
acceptable value at a neutron fluence 70
times higher than the specification - its
margin would be 70 (neglecting for now the
statistical nature of part response).
Hardness dedicated parts are those used exclusively for hardness. They are not needed in
the normal design.
For example, a gamma
sensor in a circumvention scheme would be.
Sgy.-

•4

4

S

-

hardnesm dedicated (HCCIH).
Such a piecepart must be specially identified to prevent
its elimination years later by a zealous designer who can see no purpose to it, or to
prevent its replacement by * "hard" part.
(The sensor is a "soft" device, i.e. highly
Another examresponsive to gamma photos).
pIe is a transient voltage suppressor used
to protect an interface circuit from EMP
induced transients,
Non standard parts must be identified
and
tracked because the characteristic
parameters of
non standard parts can vary
significantly from procurement to procurement and screening may be necessary to mainLain acceptable response characteristics.
Criteria used in the determination of
the hareness critical category for design
elements are addressed below for each of the
nuuclear specification enviropments applicable to the aeronautical systems.
NUCLEAR BLAST - The nuclear blast environment is generally specified in terms of
overpressure (psi) and gust (ft/sec).
Overpressure generates crushing effects on the
structures of aeronautical systems.
Gusts
are simply motion of air against the system
similar to gusty winds.
Generally, the systen should be capable of withstanding several repetitions
of these environments,
Hardening of the system to withstand these
*..vironmients is almost exclusively limited
Lo the primary and secondary structure,
Components which must be design hardened specifically to the blast environment
are hardness critical.
Examples of possible
hardness critical items are weaponi bay
doors and associated hardware (potentially
sensitive to overpressure) and horizontal
and/or vertical
stabilizers
(potentially
sensitive to gust).
THERMAL - The hermal environment for
in terms of
the system is usually specified
the thermal flux (cal/cm2 sec) and the
cumIlative
thermal
fluence
(cal/cm2 ).
These are associated with weapon yield and
detonation altitude.
The system may be
required to withstand several repetitions of
this environment without loss of capability
to complete the mission.
Hardening of the system to thermal
iadiation is almost exclusively associated
with its external components.
Exceptions to
this general rule may be cockpit glare
shields, thermal shields, cockpit interiors
(if no thermal shields are provided) and
components directly attached to the inner
face of the aircraft skin.
Examples of
areas potentially critical to the thermal
S
environment are composite structural components, radomes, and honeycomb panels.
A repeated exposure requirement could
be cause for careful examination of the
design. For example, a surface coating may

W01227
provide
protection
to
the
underlying
structure for one exposure to the thermal
environment, but as a result of this exposure, it3 reflective characteristics could
be degraded so that protection is inadequate
for following exposures.
Category designation for the thermal
environment is similar to that for blast.
If the design of a component is driven by
the thermal requirement it is designated
hardness critical. All other components are
non hardness critical.
NEUTRON FLUENCE - Prompt neutrons from
a nuclear detonation are high-energy neutral
particles (average energies of about one
million electron volts, Mev).
Such partities damage the lattice structure of semiconductor devices, degrading their electrical characteristics.
Such damage is cumulative so that fluence rather than flux is of
more interest.
The electrical parameter
most affected by neutron damage, and generally most important to circuit design, is
the current gain, beta (B).
Therefore,
design
margins
will
be
defined
with
reference to this parameter.
Since linear
integrated circuits frequently reflect
a
composite gain related to the internal
transistors,
this
approach
is
also
applicable to these devices.
(In a few
specific circuits, other device parameters,
such as breakdown voltage and delay time,
may be of greater relevance than gain.
In
these situations, neutron induced changes
and related design margins for these other
parameters should be developed in a manner
similar to the gain design margins.)
Recall that design margin is defined as
the ratio of the fluence value at which
failure/unacceptable response occurs to the
valve.
fluence
specification
Failure/unacceptable response is based on
circuit Level operationai requirements and
is taken to be the point at which the
circuit operation is outside of the design
tolerance
limits.
This
is
generally
determined
through
circuit
analysis
utilizing piecepart test data.
Thus each
is
degradation
piecepart
semiconductor
related to circuit operational requirements.
An
example
which
illustrates
the
definitions of design margin is presented in
Figure
4.
The
upper curve,
labeled
empirical data, is a representative plot of
transistor gain as a function of neutron
fluence.
This curve is drawn through the
melians of the distribution of sample date
points, and the extremes of the distribution
are shown by the error bars.
The lower
curve is obtained by applying the average
damage constant, derivwd from the test data,
to the published minimum transistor gain.
This
curve passes
throigh
the minimum
acceptable
value
of
gain,
Bmin,
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Fis. 4 - Representative piecepart response
to neutron fluence
specified by the circuit designer (point A)
which establishes the failure fluence level
LOY (n/cm2 ).
The design margin is then
the
ratio
lOY/lOx,
where
LOX
is
the
specification level.
Point B is locatod at
a fluence of LOx+
that is, one )rder
of magnitude above the specification level.
If the breakpoint between HCCLM and HCC2
were an order of magnitude above specification (Point B),
the designation of the
piecepart is determined by whether point A
is to the left (HCCIlM) or right (HCC2) of
Point B. The piecepart used in this example
is HICCI.
For neutron fluenve, it is recommended
that a design margin of an .rder
of
magnitude
(XIO)
be
designated
as
the
breakpoint between HCCIM and HCC2,
and
that two orders of magnitude (XWOO) be
designated as the break point between HCC2
and non hardness critical.
GA•MA DOSE RATE - Gamma dose rate is
also a prompt environment occurring imiediately upon detonation. A spherical
oell of

gaomma photons proceed outward fiom the
detonation at the speed of light.
These
gamma$
interact
with
semiconductors,
resulting in the freeing of electrons.
These
electrons
compriLse
a
current
(photocurrent) which could cause burnout of
the device and/or upset in both analog and
digital circuits.
For the moderate levels
of interest to aeronautical systems, burnout
is of minimum concern and can be easily
prevented.
Detailed
criteria
for
categorising analog and digital circuitry
and associated components are developed in
the following paragraphs.
Analog circuits
are circuits in which the output is a
continuous function of- the input variable
over given range.
Amplifiers and voltage
regulators are generally considered analog.
Digital
circuits
are
circuits
which
generally operate at two discrete voltage
levels.
Analot Circuits - The majority of
analog circuitry and included parts will
likely be designated non hardness critical
-

-:
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for gamma dose rate effects since for a
large portion of the aeronautical system
electronics, the circuit's gamma dose rate
perturbation time is much shorter than the
allowable transient
response time at the

Circuit

output.

This

allowable

U___

transient

response Lime is based on the excitation
time of the driven circuit/component.
In
cases where relative response times are the
governing failure factors, hardness criticality may be based directly on the ratio of
allowable transient response time to the
perturbation Lime rather than on gamma dose
rate (figure 5).
be
cannot
which
circuitry
Aaalog
designated non hardness critical and those
not analytically amenable to this approach
should
be considered
from a
functional
standpoint.
If the perturbation causes a
short inoperative period, circuit blanking
or possible erroneous digital information
(e.g.,
analog/digital
converters),
the
resultant
effects on subsystem operation
shojild
be examined
for
significance
to
mission completion capability.
If the only
result of an analog circuit response to the
gamma pulse is a brief disruption which does
nut significantly or permanently
degrade
system performance,
the circuit should be
designated non hardness critical for gamma
dose rate.
It
is recommended that those
i,,alog circuits which cannot be designated
as non hardness critical be categorized in
accordance with figure 5.
Digital Circuits - Digital circuitry
can usually be functionally classified as
teit her
transient
tolerant
or
transient
,;IHueptibl .
Transient tolerant circuitry
may experience perturbations or even logic
divep shints
anthough
functionally
the
disruption does not significantly affect the
mission.
Circuitry used for information
transfer and processing, and for control and
display are often transient tolerant.
The
normal
procedures
of
periodic
upsating,
pulse
integration,
multiple
sourc,
and
parity checks, and software techniques will
prevent
the
transients
from
posing
a
significant threat.
This type of circuitry
and associated pieceparts may be designated
non
hardness
critical
on
a
functional
basis.
Transient susceptible digital circuitry
in which a functional disruption or data
loss cannot be tolerated must be examined
carefully
for
transient
magnitudes
and
response times.
For digital computers and
other circuitry which are not transient tolerant, loss or scrambling of stored missioncritical information can be prevented by
using circumvention circuitry and associated
software.
Circumvention circuits are hardness dedicated
and,
by definition,
are
HCCIN.
Circumvention circuits generally

A
'

_

web r,
i
ll_1_$M___AN
__-_,#_{___

4-1.__)

Fig. 5 - Analop circuit criticality and
hreakpoints

consist of a radiation detector which generales a signal upon exposure to gamma dose
rate
environments,
conditioning
circuits
which provide the required transfer functions, and a clamp/diverter which directly
prevents the undesired gamma response signal
from reaching the protected circuitry.
A
simple circumvention circuit may consist of
a single device (often termed a clamp) performing all of the necessary functions and
may not require a software tie-in.
The hardness criticality of the pieceparts contained in circumvention and controlled circuits (figure 6) must be related
to both gamma sensitivity and signal race
conditions.
Interrelationships exist between relative sensitivity thresholds,
and
also between signal propagation times and
signal magnitudes at the indicated summing
junction.
The design intent is to assure
that
the
circumvention
circuitry
gamma
sensitivity threshold is adequately but not
excessively below the controlled circuitry
threshold and to assure that there is an
adequate time margin between arrival of the
circumvention signal and the controlled circuit
signal
at
the
critical
summing
junction.
The gamma threshold for the circumvent/
divert function should occur at one order of
magnitude dose rate level below the similar
threshold
for
the
controlled
circuitry.
Where the order of magnitude threshold margin is not achieved, the pieceparts in the
circumvention
network will be designated
HCCIM.
In some circumvention designs, the
critical threshold is in the diverter section only since it acts as both a detector
and a clamp,
The remaining circumvention

-4
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Circumvention race conditions

properly

sequenced restart signals.
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Race c:onditions are interpreted to be
the relationship between arrival timet. at
the summing junction (figure 6) of the controlled circuit gamma response signal (Of a
magnitude related to the protected circuit
"disturb" level) and an adequace msgnir~ude
diversion signal. The input threshold li~vel
for disruption of the protected circuitry
(e.g., disruptive write signal in memory)
The time period for
is first determinedt.
gamma response of the controlled circuit to
produce this disruption Level is then related to the response time of the circumventtion circuit which will produce an adeqiiate
upset of the protected circuitry.
If the time ratio of the control led
circuit response (figure 6, tl) to the
circumvention
circuit
response 0t 2 )
is
equal to or greater than 50, both the 4ircumvention and controlled circuit piecep4 rts
will be non hardness critical, if equal or
greater than five both circumvention and

CIR-US'

controlled circuit piecepacts will he desigIf this ratrio is less than
nated HCC2.
five, the circumvention circuit parts which
affect the response timfi will be desigoated
HCCIM to apply a degree of response time
If this ratio is lessn than two,
controls.
pieceparts in both the circumvention circuit
and controlled circuit whichti... affect response
thime will be designated HCCIM.
Where hardnvss dedicated subcircuitq
having one or more parts are t~sed, the subThis
circuit must be desqignated I4CCIH.
could include such items as simple clamps
and photocurrent compensation 1tvives. The
part(s) would be categorized bas.eý on design
margin or response time considerations.
hardness dedicated is IICC)H. The iwlent is
the hardness dedicated
to assure that
.ubcircuit is addressed properly in the
design documentation.
GAI4N
TOTAL DOSE - The total doso
environment is the total amount ox radiatioi'
absorbed by the pertinent systý-w element
Wherias the
duking the time of interest.
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gamma dose rate environment is a prompt
environment incurred during a microsecond or
less,
thle
tLctal
dose
nnvironment
is
curnolative over t~he t-ýntire mi,.sion. Typical
soutrces of the total dose environment ..
re
penetrationq of ra.,"oactive dust clouds (7),
very low altitude fly overs of surfaces
Contiaminated by radioactive fallout (8),.and
the prompt and early-time radiation froam
firebails~of nearby detonations (9).
or l-evels pertinerit to aeronautical
isystems, thle ganima total. dose environment is
otentially
o&*
ctcr it
C(A
only
for
microelectronic.
pie~eparts
utilizing
metl3lic
ox ide
A ielec tric s
(e.g.
*1SFTS). Tegma
a
neitwt
h
somi conduc tor inat eriaIs free ing elet trons
Some el~ect rons will
be trapped ,iin the
oxide near the'oxide/semiconductor interface
resultih- in changes lo thle threshold gate
votae ndoterchAractriticprmtr
ot the MOS devices.11. is recommen~ded that
liardnerzi critical categorie beasdoth
following.
If the design nurgin is 100 or
greater,
thle
plecepart
should
be
non
h,ardness criticttl; if the design margin is
les 8 tha~l 100, but
10 or greater,
the
piecepart should bie HCC2; and if the design
mar-gin is less than 10, it should be ICCIM.
ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE - Although lo)cal

I'M environments

*

V-

8

17

*

IRJ

are

generated

b)

both

conduitsi, and appropL Late coilotructioll and
maint~endrnce procedires.
Each component at
thle system with a significant shielding role
in the EMP hardening approach and/or whiose
design is impacted by the EMP requirement
is, by definition, HCC1H. Examples of HC'.lH
components/designs are:
shielded bay doors,
shielded bay construction, ':onduits, conduit
connectors, and line relaceable unit (LR11)
construction (outside of shielded hays).
The electronic6 int'~rface EMI' specificat ion generally is a bulk cable core current requirement or an interfl4ce connlector
pin current/voltage requirement.
The pin
specification
is directly
app ic nblIe
to
interface circuit analIys is, but. this hulk
cable core current must he proportioned to
the individual wires in thle wire bundle to
'determine fttc impregaed pin currents.
Thi,
relationship is gentprally dependent on the
number of wires in the cable, cable lengths
and
configurations,
and
terminIat ion
impedances.
However, for commonlality and
Simplicity, thle following relationships are
recommended to determine the distribution of
the
bulk* current
to
individual
wire
currents:
a. Above 1 MHz, the bulk cable core current
should be equally distributed amonig thle conductors connected to the interface connector

pins.

-utacean atosperc
dtontin~,by arb.
the
mostL
uvve re
EMP
is generat.od
by
h1i gh
alIt itude
de tona tions.
Stich
a
dvtonat ion
ove r
Omaha ,
N~ebraska
would
subject virtually the entire United States
to lleAr - uniform levels of EMP suff icient
to
thronten
ai
non-hardened
eletctronic
sy~tms.lated
The aeronaut icalI systvm act,tiAs an
ant tona oxcited by the plane wave EMP. Such
exci tat ion can result in currents of ens of
thousands, of amperea flowing in the ctinducting skin.
Th is onergy can coupl,
into
ysem wiring leading to interface
one-interface
tors of electronic equipment.
Thle overall system hardening al.-ruach
generally relies upon judicious utilizattor,
of Rhielding to decrease the energy coupling
from its skin and hardening of the interfaceI(
circuits of the "black boxes".
Thereforie
both the CMP hardening approach and hardness
.i-Rurancee are related to system shielding

Below 1 M~z, thle bulk cable core current
should be distributed among thle interfac"connector pins according to the terminat ion
impedances at the interfaces.
Electronic initerface pioceparts nwy be
either voltage or current sensit ive.
However, the sensitivity .fin generally he reto impressed current at the, connector
pin by use of appropriate circuit parnametePr s.
The hardness design marginl M, (inl
db ) is de fined to be 20 times the log rat io
of the current Which Will produce le v iceP
damage, tw (damage), to the, current A Ot
ii
connector, 1W (spec).

und electronic equipment

with damage' to anl interface piecepart,

hardening.

Hard-

ness ctiticaltity will be de~int,ýd for cor'ponents and methods having significance to
shielding and for equipment interface circuits and pieceparts.
An rMP hardening approach to miicimize
magnetic coupling and to providoe shielding
tu attenuate the electric field effects may
include a controlled-wicing/cabte-routing/
electrlcal-graunuting concept, use of EMP
shielded bays end interconnecting shielded

I(~r~
M

"0 1~

in determining coadioctor currents

I

associated

theI

Wunsch-Bell model for device burnout sho~.ld
be used (10).
This model relies on the
Wunsch-Bell damage factor (or the k factor)
If the device. The criteria for determining.
the value of k to be used in calculAting the
1
W (damage) are:
(1) when teliable, wpildocumented, and recent test Aata (such as
the test data in recently developed data
banks) are available,, kiwill be taken at the
lower value three-sigma point.
If this
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three-sigma value is not provided and it
cannot be calculated based on the available
information, then the k used will be: the
given mean k divided by three. (2) When
state-of-the-art analytical techniquer are
used to calculate k, the k used in the analysis will be the calculated k divided by 10,
(3)
When k factors based
on other
analytical techniques (such as an approach
based on device manufacturer specification
sheets) or when tost data ari not covered by
the criteria in (1) above, the k to be used
in the analysis should be ý.he estimated k
divided by 50.
7o correlate rectangular pulse-power
damage
level data to damped sine wave
specificatione used irn many ongoing system
program,
the
following
approach
is
recommended.
The standard Wunsch-Bell model
based on square wave pulse testing should be
used for all puLes.
The relationship
between the power at failure, P, for the
rectangular excitacioo pulae is:
P = k(w )-;
P

(2)

Since WP, the square wove pulse width
be approximated by the expression

can

1
W

(3)

-

51'
and is assoted to be just sufficient to fail
the device, the power at failure for rhe
damped sine wave, Pa, is:

.
P = k(5f,,
a

(4)

where f is the frequency of the damped cine
wave.
lta.RDNESS ASSURANCE DESIGN DOCUMENTATION
The development phase of a system acquisition program ahould result in a hardened
baseline design which satisfies ell prvigram
requirements and which has byen fully '.irlfied.
Production syatemai would be msn.factered in accordance with this fixed biseline.
However,
this real
idealsystems,
.l..ation is
rarely
realized.
For
chaiges
to the baseline design are facts of life.
1hey can occut for many reasons, e.g.,
as a
result of the flight test program, bec tuse
some parts and/or equipmant which wero itilised in the baseline are no longer available, because the technology utilized in the
baseline has bIcome obsolete, because marformance requirements of Lhe original syatem

have been revised, and numero)us other reasons.
Many of the above factors are due to
the
relatively
long
devalopment
time
required for complex modern systems.
By the
time the baseline design has been firmed up,
many facets of it may be obsolete.
Because changes in the baseline design
are highly probable, hardness assurance programs must be flexible enouglr to adapt to
these changes and remain effective.
Essential to this flexibility is a detailed data
base which at any given time in the e.c sition program fully defines the preFent hardened baseline design. This data base should
also contain design details and rationale
for the various specific hardening tech.iques employed, specific inforrmation about.
the required characteristics of each hardness critical elemisnt of the design, and
other related' information.
This data base
is termed the hardness assurance design
documentaLion (HALeD).
In addition to providirg a current
delinition of the hardened baseline design,
the HADD is
essential to the successful
implementation of the various management
controls required during production, and the
definition
of
parts
specifications
for
prot.urement actions during production.
The
HADD is also essential to the follow-on
hardnes, maintenance efforts.
For m.aximum cost effectiveness,
the
HADD concept should be included early in the
development phase,
Designers should be required to maintain informal but detailed
notevooks which reflect specific hardening
techniques and the rationale for selection
of that particular technique.
Development
testing and documentation should be compatible with subsequent formal documentation of
the test effort, verification efforts should
natisfy many of the HADD requirements, and
the system technical orders should be complementary to the HADD requirements.
The HADD must be organized so that information needed to support a parts change,
a configuration change, or other action can
easily be found.
It must also be conducive
to expansion and updating as new information
is
generated
during
subsequent
program
phases.
The HADD is envisioned essentially as a
library maintained initially at the prime
contractor's
facility and later at the
appropriate logistic
support centers.
This
library would be maintained in an area convenient to the various users and access
would be controlled to assute the data
remained intact.
Microfilm and/or microfische could be used where feasible to
reduce bulk and full time custodians would
be
assigned
for
security,
cataloging,
filing, and support of the users.

,

'
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Much information required for the HA
program will be available in other program
documentat.ion, sucih as technical orders,
design verification reports, Part It Specif icAtlions and Fai lure Analysis Reports.
Tb isi Iffortltdt. Itill bhtl Itt
h', Liuorporiited Iii
the IIAbI) by re fvrenvo, and copio ofsii thome,
report& should be ma inta ined as a part ol'
the HADD library. Data required, but whichi
is not available in existing sources, should
tic generated end documented in the HADD,
Requirements differ as to the degree
and amount of data needed for HCCI and 2.
The specific data required for both categorceR are defined in subsequent paragraphs,
Most HCC2 and all non hardness critical part
data requ irement s should be satisfied by
standlard programldocumetitatiort.
The following discussion is divIded
between mechanical and structural sloewnenrs
which are related to blast, thermal and EMP
shilding/bofldI.OE, and electrlcal/electronics equipment which are related to nuclear
radiation and EMP interface effects.
MECHANICAL/ STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS - The
iADD will include engineering drawings showing deta ils of const ruct Lon, materiasIs,
tolerances, and other relevant characteris'tics or will provide references t o this
iqformation included in normally deliverable
The hardness criticality
documentation.
ýat~egory of each part will be listed as A
function of the nuclear environmen~t for
wh ich it is hardness critical, i.ea., EMP ,
Reasons for do.-IijriatlIng
blast, or thermal.
parts as hardness critical. and the hardneis
domigmi techniques (and rationajl4 for these
techniques) used to attain the rviquired
hardness will be discussed. tf any special
matitfacturing techniques, materi,1ls, tnlerAnvvs , etc., are required fur hardness,
appropriate documentation must be made, For
honeycomb
eample, the type of adhesive in ti.
panel as well as the bonding technique, may
be essential to the thermal hardness of the
panel.
Shielded avionic bay constructi~rl,
of wing racewayu. and
conduits , detailst
other portions of structural design which
arthardness critical for EMP should be discusdin detail.
Elements which are neltler elect.r icA k/elect ronic nor structural
suchi as k-1¶tho runs, connec tors, KMP oa Is (in
tHU1 csass, andi other like items whlic:h are
EMP
hardness
musitt
be
required
for
described.
The
ELECTRICAL/ELEC'VRONC PLECEPART9
information to be documented for inclusion
in the HADD in wupport Of nUC1e-r Lrad1iation
and electronic. Interface~ EMP hardness assurance is presonLed In the following outline,
The information requirement.6 addtressedti nder
Subsystem Description applies t All Mission
critical subsystems.
Hardness ocritical
coiteltorils for contrul purposem Pre applied

at. the li~qrt and circuit lt-vels, but shoultd
not. extemnd to tho subsystem lovel. Tlie suboystc.m information specified is Lhat which
should be required and which norm~il ly ohould
Monime io
Ilk! developed for symtiemm Antilym iA
thin Iformai. iton wil III
b i ottudod Iit do'IIviii I 4,1
1111 1111 ild III, il
41'rob I doeumoi'n lII tIk i gl
At tho~ vl
in thol IADII) by tisforonvis noiil.
cult. andi parts lt-yel a divisitin hil nindi hoi't
ween documentottlrn requiromniets for IWCI tiiid
HCC2.
(I)
Subsystem Duscription (nlt
mission critical Nubsystems).
(a) Opoi-utionAl description/
functional flow diagrama.
(b
Period of missioin whuon
subsystem is ope rational.
(Q) Software: coniplett'
ouscriptive material and programo which hanve
any direct bearing on nuclear survivab~lity.
(d Subsystem functional
requirementst in terms of nominal and toteranice values (ideally, the subuystem funttional requ irement n and LtoleranItc e dietate
the requirements and tolerances titthe cirlevelI)a
13in1c opa rt
and
cuit
e) Subsystemn intoronlnn,'tdeterilinaing wiring diagrams which permtil
tion of interconnectlons to the cI rcuji t
lovel, aidequato nomenclature to dotormine it
interconnecting cabling is earried between
modules (LRUs), and actual Location-% of
.,able runs.
(f) Appropriate discustlioiis
of any subsystem level approachi used t.o
achieve the required hardners.
(IL no
Circuit Do scrý ptL om
(2)
with * apply to circuit or pieceliarm HCk,C~
while the entire linmt applies to IJCC I
Information address ing each KC,I And
HCC2 circuit ititheksubsystem mut-t he 1)r
sented anid will include, as a mi~nimum, the,

following:

*(a) Circuit shrai.
Wh A general electrical
descriptiLon of the operation of the _-ciit.
(c) Circuit riinctional
in
termsk
of
'un ilalI
and
cequIremvotm
tolerance vAlues.
Wd
A listing for each
pertinent
circuit 'interface point with
nominal and tolora-nce values of 'iloctri~cal
voltage&,
currents as
parameters (0-.g.,
applicable), wave forms, and spocial timinit
relatitonships.
(e) OLsCussion koftht
approach by which the circuilt tit-denimsg el
the radliaiion ant RMP interface envirotimentit
w,, s achievad (this will include dvratinR
factors, design techniquos, parts selection,
anti Any apeciAl relevanice of paIIAive parts).
*(() A presanttatlorm of
tl~owablo responoao at tie* relevant cirouit
trias

9Z

:
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(g) Predicted/observe-d
radiation
and
EMP
interface
circuit
responses (at the circuit and pict-epart
levels)
as
related
to
the
allowable
responses determined for Mf above.
(3) Pieceparts (Items with * apply
to cirCuit or pi~cepart IICC2, whi Iv the
e it ire list applies to HCCI).
A complete pieceparts list is required
and will
include, as a minimum,
tht
fotiowing:
*(a)
For passive pieceparts, the
-value and tolerances of eloctrical parii-

motors (e.g., resistance, capacitance), part
numbers, end any special hardness considerationi4,
t*(b)

For active devices, pictiepart

designatloki aeid MIL-SD or applicable manufacturer's hi-rad
specification, specific
circuit
applicatLon/locat ion,
valuen of
rylevsnZ %Llactri..al parameters and design
margins used in the design considerations,
in
f and anaLysos including typiral min/max
vlues as appropriate foe each location;
raiilat ion responee infortaaticn with refer-tv. tt the information source to Include
-I VYant itatna rate, ganmu total dose, and
nwtiettron fluence effects data (incasts wh.-ro
the oboserved test response is quite complex
Gt..g., possibly op-amp, gumnvo. reeponsu for
Jitfereat initial conditional, a sunmmary of
I tOa data may be presented w1th reference to
tho %tucumented test data),
(e) Manufacturor and any' special
Cunt roll scroening or qualification testing
*(d) Each Interface piecepart must
bu ddressed in terms of relevant electrical
characteristics, tolerances, design margins,
Jutnet ion breakdown Levels, surge impedance
t ratioui it. susceptibility or k-- actor, and
aiicipated EMI'-generated current/voltage
Itivel impressed.
Electrical parts such as solenoids,
motors and other simple electrtcal devices1
shotild also be discussed in thr, MADD including appropriate hardening rationale and
lHcleLtiIOI criteria.
The critical concern
for these items ol11
enerally be the

items (Volume II); an HA Plan (Volume IIl);
aid
a
volume
for
each
subsystem.
Volume I should contain the system
nuclcar criteria and atupporting analyses,
(if available), the system specifications
and supporting analyses, and the hardening
approaches
for
the
specified
nuclear
en%,ironmentsa.
(Specific
circuit/piecepart/component/equipment approaches~ should
be exp~lained in the appropriate subsysti-a
volume.)
This discussion should include
design
guidelines
and
restrictions
provided to circuit designers, derating

factors and how they were derived, rationale
for shielding allocations, thermal hardening
approaches, aec.
Volume I should also
contain
instructions
on
use
of
the
HADD,
Volume 11 should contain a detailed
Listing of the hardness critical items (MCI)
and the nuclear environment for which they
are critical, For each 4tCCl Item the basis
for which it is HCC1 will be explained. The
format of this volume will be tiered by
subsystem,
LRU,
module,
circuit,
and
piecepart so that cross referencing from the
overallI HADD to thc MCI Listing is
simplified.
Volume III should consist of an HA Plan
which should be developed durping KDT&K, The
HA Plan should explain 4h# managerial,
organimat lonal, and technical aspects of the
MA
program
and
should
contain
the
configuration cont rol,
qualkty control.
and parts cont rolI procedures, and the
specifications.

dielectric
wlthetdnd Ing
voltage
(DWV)
trequ irement.
Special design features, sucn

Each subsystem volume shou ld contain
specific hardening approaches, techniques,
and other pettinent, information as discussed
in previous paragraphs and will be organised
on a tier basis, that is, the subsystem will
be dlseumsed, then subdivisions for the next
tier (e.#., LRUs1 will be discussed, and se
on to the circuit level.
A piecepart List
should be prepared for each circuit rielotA g
part Location and hardness cons ideratiLnias .
The
aspeciftic
information
described
in
paragraph 3 (b) above should be provided for
each
piecepart.

It should be emphasized that extensive
'Ocumentation is requirerl iEjr MCCI circuits
and subcir,-ults.
Howev-r, the pieceparts
.oatained in these ci-.cuits or subeircuits
inuy be HCC2, or non hardri,.ls critical.
In
-is case,
only the ':ircuit must be
iddressed in detail.
GAGANIZATION AND FORMAT - The HADD
,L hould consist of an i-opoductory volume
(Vo!'.me 1); a livting of h.n-dneus critical

teach associate contractor should prepare a Volume 1, Volume 11, and Volume III
applicable to their specific responsibility
and equipment.
The prime (or deal sted
associate) contractor should establish a
volume numbering system and assign volume
nkimbers iLee,, (volume IV and higher) to the
associate contractors. The outline, format,
atid organisation of erAh subsystem vo~ume
should be established so that all subsystem
volumes for a particular system will be
similar
in
organisaticon
and
content.

a~s up-e of surge suppression devices, should
be discussed in detail.
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PARTS SPECEF1CAT-14NS
An essential part of the HA program to
parts control.
Parts. control shoulId be
achieved through development and utilisation
of parts specifications Lo ensure that procurement actions provide the desired parts.
In the followinj paragraphs separate descriptions for specification requirements
for mechani.cai/structural componenti and
electronic pieceparts are presented.
Th is
division is appropriate because of the dIfferent
nuclear
hardeuing corsiderations

electronic.)
A typical PEMP Interface,
a
maximum
',qrse
rt qu Iremant
.f
Lesnslrn,: ýpln v'6oL1ac 2yoniraliv I- the ma~jorI
hardening concern for simple elctrical
devices. If a dielectric githutanding voltage i.DWY) requirement has been shown to satiafy transient pin ý.lolitagv requirem'alnt, t~en
the specificatiot, may reflect r!imj DW"''riquiroment rather than the trarlsie~t. vultsgt,
requirement.
The electronic pieceparts control probLem Is considerably more compl~cated, &Ithough discrete passive devices such as

applicable to epTh category.
~111sL, thermat, and EI4P .1iieLding considerations are

resistors, capacitors, and inductors are
generally not significantly affected at mod-

pertineerit to the first, wh~ile nuciese radiation and EMP hardness coiisiders..ions are
pertinent to the second.
1.ECHANICAL/STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS - Concrol of mechanicai/structural components

erate nuclear environment levelit.

Using

specifications should be

reltii.vely

straightforward. Each component Is listed
I n the HADD along with its hairdness
The design of hiirdness
crItlealI Ity.
urlticsil items has been impacted by one or
more of the applicable nuclear environments,
The si~sciftcsttions for these Items thun must
denoribe the specific requirements netessary
to ensure that the procured items conform to
tpeclal
Any
design.
hardened
thle
tolerances,
controls,
mm~nuf actur Ing
mc4l~urI&L, etc. , must be listed in detail in
the tipecification. The type of verification
roquired, if any, and the details of
be
should
vorfilcation/acceptance
specifiled.
rhe designs of non hardness ci itical
Items, by definition, &is not dr iven by
,ouciear hardening reiquirements. Therefore,
the specifi~cations for these Items should
not be impacted by the nuclear hardening
However,
it
should be
requiI-ements.
tomphanents
tuha as y cheralemauauingcut,
uhaslmatehiaany
c anges tuin
componns
process, or dimensions during prtc'iirement
nre subjoct to configuration control and
must be eva!.ated for' hardness impact prior
to approvaL.
ELECTRLCAL/ELECTRONIC
PIECEPA,*T.
Electrical parts are those parts OLh~tr than

moihneanicalfstructural components
elecctironic
p1iuepparts
such as t,
torso
roskiltui', indutieors, capacitors, mIngrated
%:ircuitte, and other similar parts. %%simploo

e;

plication

arises

becauie

of

the

The camextensive

tise of semiconductor devices. These devices
are potentially suseeptilbLe to nuclear radiation and EMP-induced voitageis/currents.
Te
ds.rbto
f
rso~.~ o
nuclear
devices
to
semiconductor
environments may vary between piecepart
types and even for pieceparts of the same
type, but different manufacturer, different.
batch, and different lot. The variation for
a particular piecepart type could be due to
techniques,
manufacturing
different
construction, etc., even though units are
However, for a high
interchangeable.
reliability manufacturing process (i.e., one
in which the yield is high and the
manufacturing process is "perfected") the
reasonably
be
response should
nuclear
uniform.
No special parts specifications are
needed for non hardness critical pieceparts.
Normal procurement practices should be followed.
For '4CC2 piecepart6, the only re-quiremFnt is that. they be procured subject.
to

MIL-STD-38510(1l)

the

or

tIIL-STD-19500(12).

lattrmro
ern discuremete semicrondctor-

n

the
Thlfrmrtoern
cut,
n
procuremen ofemicondcior
dlivices. Since these two military standards
are
usually
included
in
the
system
procurement requirements, the use of these
requirements to control HCC2 pieceparts
should pose little extra effort. The rationote for this action is that only pieceparts

from "mature" processes will be qualified as
military

standard

generally

have

distributions

items.

Such

relatively

tight

pieceparts

response

which

provide

a

reasonable

confidence

that

the

piecepart

of tiLectricai parts are solenoids, imaotors,
and othlir Aimple aeletrical 0ovicon.
In
11eneral,
electrical
poirt
arv
relatively
easy
to
doecrlbo
sl!til te

degree

specificaltions,- whih
I I
4ve ki
their
procuromtont are straightforward.
Nucluar
radiation Wenets on electrical part 4 will
gene*raIlly bo negl I lib to.
ftEleotr WeI
componentsi
whicLh
invorporatoe
I teii -s
semmoid~cgr
ont rolo will, his ion 'i~deod

call that a plecepart may be designated as
14CC I either because of Its small design margin
(HCCII4),
its
hardness
dedication
(HCCIH), or its being non standard(RCCIS)
(i.e. it Isano t available as a NIL-STD
item.)

of

(which has a relatively large design margin)
wilt not compromise system hardness.
HtOCI plecoparts are another story. He-

i
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An HCCIN piecepact, even though it is
procut-d under 1IL-STD requirements, has a
"responst distribution which virtually guaranteei that some percentage of a large mumber el procureu
pleceparts would compromise
system hardness. To prevent such an occurrence, controls ma!, be required so that only
acceptibLe
pieceparts
are used.
Such
requirements would be above and beyond the
norma.
MIL-STD
reqtuirements and
would
probably increase the procurement :ost .
HCCIH pieceparts will require' only HCC2
procurement
specifications.
[f
HCCIH
lieteparts do not meet HCC2 design meirgin
HCCIM
they are
HCCIM.
requiremtonts,
over
precedence
takes
categorizations
lICC]IH.
The hardness critical designation
I(fCCIH) is primarily a special identifier to
insure adequate treatment in the HADD and
during
subsequeit
redesign/raprocurement
nue Lions.
Pieceparts not procuceable under the
pertinent military standard are suspect because
they
are not manufactured under
,TIL-STD

.ntch
S

*,

control.

The nuclear

responses

The following paragraphs address the
specification requirements for each of the
radiation environments for hardness critical
(HCCO) pieceparts.
Neutron Fluence
- The
predominant
ef.fecýt of neutron damage Lo semiconductor
pieceparts is a reduction in current gain.
This is noticeable in discrete transistors
and In the composite lain of transistors in
nit integrated circuit.
When a transistor is des~ignated HLCCI
based on di sign margin and nioutrun-induvod
gain loss, electrical scrtening for g4cil,
gain-bandwidth product or both maybe levied
in Wh,. part spec fticat ion Lo truncate the
response distribution and achieve an acceptable margin.
Good correlation has been
found between the pain-bandwidth product
(ft) and neutron induced gain degradation.
This correlation is expressed in the form
(ref 13).
N

of

8

piecepartr. could vary significantly
with lot, and even over a lot.
Therefore,
aelthough the design margin may be large,
(i.e. in the HCC2 area for design margin)
the large variation in response could result
compromise of system hardness.
c.o
Maximum
,effort
should
be
made
to
eliminate
.ionstandard piecepart from the design during
Lhe development phase.
In many cases
the
p)iecepart is the result of a mature process,
uuL the vendor has not qualified it.
In
such a case, the vendor may have an in-house
program with requlrements comparable to
Lhose of the military standard.
Upon Air
F'orce approval,
pieceparts
from such a
vendor may be treated in the same manner as
HIL-STD parts until the vendor qualifies the
parts to the pertinent military standard.
All piecepart t
will have a radiot ion response data ba
developed to support
Lhe design and procurement.
This data base
will take Lnto consideration environmental
rft,:vance, e.g., if gamas-induced photocurrent is not a relevant hardening factor,
stich photocurrent data need not be goneratsed.
The piecepart specification should
tot include, radiation nimuilatlon tentino an
..
11i 1-'•1111,r111n
t tllioaess 4l0ltit.it-ly necec'ssary.
isubst
AIi #lI radlatl l tool
en
ehavltloi-.lt itilln of
111t1 I 64
eIH clh e'Ict
l.no Iv.' and tenetn its g nee
raite
' Let-he i v I prob Lee not gone'rm Ily underi| eood by pr'ocvurement persoetnte I and parts
,eeIIn#Ilate[Iee'Is .
The' parts spec•icat
it
ion
alihoi.lh,
be' hasetd Oit liveeoptAncee valutes foricloctronic
141e0wie e&
led
V1ca I lidretee't ot
W tIIt Lit 114
eailproeetilt,
the' eleetri inl e.reenetgt requireemona Soent
erally can be performed on autocintedd prodntt-ton line ,quipment by theO parts
eieNtefeicvnr,• for it relatively smalL cost.
I-

.

B

6.28 f K

0

(5)

rf

where
B is
the
gain
following
neutron
irradiation
BO is
the gain prior
to neutron
irradition
N is the neutron fluence (n/cm)
Kn is the damage factor associated
with neutron degradation
ft is the gain-bandwidth product
In a few circuit applications, other
electrical parameters such as breakdown voltage or propagation time can be more critical than gain. Electrical screens for neutron damage correlation applicable to these
parameters are either nonexistent or not
well-established. For the majority of semiconductor devices other than bipolar transisters, there is also a lack of neutron
damage correlation factors,
If a contractor
elects to specify an electrical screen other
than B or the ft screen, supporting data
justifying the screen must be generated.
When HCCIM parts have a neutron design
margin
less
than
a factor
of
five,
consideration should be given to parts
Itut ion/ circuit rederLgn.
The cost
eoffect iveness
of
strnIenit* controls
as
opposud
to
parts
substitution/redesign,
should be studied and Litt must economical

approach taken.
Camma Dome Rate - Tith

majority of the
pieceparts in an aeronautical
system should be non hardness critical for
the gamia dose rdte environment unless they
arer
part
of
a
digital
processing
circumvention scheme.
(An example of an
..xception could be a Light emitting diode

**A<*

~
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(LED) in a data entry unit.
LEDs are quite
sensitive to gamma dose rate and may well be
hardness critical.) This is very fortunate
becaust of the high cosL associated with the
imposition
of
a
gamma
doga
iate
pecification
on
piecepart
procurement.
There
currently
exists
no
convenient
electrical
parameter
screens
for
photo
current
induced
by
gamma dose
rate.
Therefore, screening using a gamma dose rate
simulation
facility
(e.g.
Linear
accelerator,
or flesh X-ray)
would be
necessary
to
satisfy
the
requirement.
Rather than imposing direct specification
control of the photocurrent response of
semiconductor pieceparts to gmma dose rate,
control will probably be exercised over
parameters such as rise times, propagation
t mes, end saturation recovery times which
are
critical
for
adequate
circuit
operation.
The following approach is suggested for
characterization or screening of HCC]H circumvention/clamp circuitry and any other
gamma hardness dedicated subcircuits and
pieceparts.
Radiation testing should be
performed at an electronics construction
level that will exercise as a unit the circumvention/clamp, controlled circuits, and
pieceparts.
That is, the combined circuitry
should be properly connected and operationally tested.
Test point monitoring should
provide essential information on those parameters
(e.g.,
sensitivity
thresholds,
response magnitudes, and race conditions)
required for determination of response margins and distributions.
The objective is to
ascertain operational response for the normally configured circuitry and to determine
response sensitivity, times and magnitudes
for the critical subelements (e.g., radiation detector).
Testing requirements should be based on
predicted criticality for each HCCIH circuit. Initially a large fraction (up to 100
percent) of the circuits or pieceparts may
have to be tested.
When proper operation
has been established and the corresponding
response distribution indicates that a small
random sample provides an acceptable risk,
further testing may be reduced or terminated.
For Instance, a computer with circumventlon may analytically be shown to have
The
tim,.percent
in race
design margin
a small
test
requirements
may call
for 100
testing of the first 20 units with a prescribed decrease in sample sue if no units
fail,
If a significant number of faLLuree
are observed,, failure mode analysis should
be performed to determine the cause.
if
test data confirms that a test of only a
portion of the 0CC01 circuit is required,
then a reduced test effort
shoald be
possible,
For instance,
it may bo' found

.

.

.
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that
control
and
controlled
circuitry
operate well within prescriV.ed sensitivity
limits, but fluctuations in -ensitiv'tity of
the radiation detectors may cause problems.
In this case, a simplified sc:eeninp test of
the detector alone may be adequ.,.-.
Gamma Total Dose - Game total dose
levels on manned aeronautical systems are
generally moderate with respect
to the
majority of electronics equipment susceptibility levels.
The total dose sensitivities of most electronics pieceperts are
significantly above the human tolerance
Level. Thus most electronics pieceparts may
be dismissed as nonsusceptible at the total
dose specification level.
A few piecepart
types including MOB devices,
high gain
operational amplifiers and bipolar devices
operated at very low bias current levels may
be susceptible
Gamma tot .* dose degrading effects are
considered cumulative and permanent.
Annealing of the total dose effects is unreliable and not an acceptable factor in susceptibility determination.
Thus, the total
dose should be considered to be acquired in
a short period of time, and no annealing of
the damage should be considered.
There currently exist no adequate eLectrical characterisation methods which are
relatable
to
gamma dose
susceptibility
predictions.
The majority of pieceparts are
expected to be qualified to total dose
requirements through proper adjustment of
the
neutron/gamma
ratio during reactor
testing for neutron response.
When it is
apparent from this testing or earlier test
data that a total dose problem may exist,
total dose testing should be performed at a
gamma facility such as a cobalt 60 source.
Thus,
any piecepart specification where
total dose problems exist must be addressed
in
terms
of
radiation
testing
with
appropriate
lot
control
and
sampling
techniques.
Electromainetic Pulse - A great deal of
electronic equipment makes ase of surge suppression devices,
isolation transformers,
bandpass filters, and other EMP hardness dedicated circuit.i and parts (at the interfaces)
to electrical'y isolate sensitive
components of LRU circuitry from connector
interface EMP signals.
Even though these
(hardness dediHCC1H
devices are designated
cated Items), there are no requirements for
special controls if specified current and
voltage handling capabilities are adequate
to provide more than 10 db margin to the
devices themselves and to the circuits they
protect.
For semiconductor components at or near
the interface that have less than 10 dB
hardness
margin
(RCC1M),
electrical
parameters which can be correlated to the

I
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and
specified
be
will
factor
damage
controlled to assure equipment EMP hardness,
In the case of semiconductor devices for
electrical
known
are
no
there
which
parameters which correlate to the damage
factor, pulse testing will be required to
initially qualify the device, and periodic
siULL sample testing should be included in
the part procurement specification to ensure
remain
subsequent
production units
that
acceptable.
Consolidation of Piecepart Resuirements
There are likely to be situations in which a
used in a
type is
particular piecepart
number of different circuit locations. The
piecepart may be designated HCC2 In iame of
the locations and HCCIM in the remaining
locations because of varying socket design
margins.
A review of the part type and
apr.ication should be made to determine the
cost-effective approach to the part type
The review should consider
procurement.
relative quantities in HCCIM and HCC2, HCClI
design margins in the various locations and
the possibility of minor redesign for near
IICC2 cases to produce HCC2 design margins,
Based on this review a determination can be
made as to whether all parts shoud be
procured to a single HCCIM specification or
a portion should be procured to HCC2
if
specifications and the remainder to one or
more HCCI specifications.
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
The previous sections discussed the
prerequisites necessary for an effective and
The
affordable hardness assurance program.
successful completion of those efforts will
now be assumed.
This section consists of a
major management efforts
the
discussion of
required during the production phase to
ensure that the hardened design is reflected
in each of the systems turned over to the
user.
Probably the one most crLtical part of
a successful hardness assurance program is
Hardness assurance
its program manager.
tasks will influence and impact almot.t all
to
engineering
from
company
divisions
and
aggressive
Only
an
procurment.
individual
with
top-level
knowledgeable
can
overcome
the
management
support
resistance from the "we've always done it
this way" crowd.
Maintaining the hardening design during
the production phase can be achieved through
three
major
management
efforts,
configuration control, quality control, and
Configuration
control
parts control.
consists of those actions •t•ich are required
to ensure that no changes are made to the
baseline hardened design (as defined by the
HADD) without revi*ew and approval.

Quality

control procedures must be formulated and
implemented to ensure that hardness is not
during
compromised
inadvertently
Parts control procedures must
manufacture.
be implemented to ensure that the lowest
the
baseline
tier
elements
conform
to
hardened design.
Military Standards applicable to these
and
programs are MIL-STD-480, MIL-Q-9858A,
MIL-STD-891 for configuration control, qualit? control, and parts control, respectively
Specific nuclear
(refs. 14, 15, and 16).
related
activities required
for
hardness
hardness assurance should be integrated into
the existing framework of the standard programs to minimize duplication of effort and
The prime contractor(s) must also
cost.
procured
ensure that components/equipment
from subcontractors is subjected to the same
type of controls.
CONFIGURATION CONTROL - In this paper a
change is any action which results in a
departure from the baseline hardened design
Examples of changes
as defined in the HADD.
are replacement of any structural element,
such as a rivet or panel, by one not meeting
the original requirements (different m=teriLal, different manufacturing process, different tolerances, different coating, different dimensions, etc.); replacement of an
electronic piecepart by one of a different
type, or different construction or manufacwuring process (even though the electrical
characteristics may be identical); circuit
redesign; any and all redesigns of structure
or subsystem; and changes in system software
having a direct relationship to hardness.
To ensure ther. all changes are subject
to careful examination and approval prior to
implementation,
a
Configuration
Control
Board (CCB) must be established by each con"
A nuclear hardness spetractor (Fig 7).
cialist familiar with all respects of the
hardened design must be a permanent member
of the L:^B or have signoff authority on all
This board must have approval
changes.
authority over all changes in the baseline
Changes resulting in difconfiguration.
ferent parts specifications or characteristics of the parts used in the design must be
referred to the Parts Control Board (PCB).
All changes must be evaluated by the nuclear
hardness specialist with assistance coming
from the staff of the nuclear hardness
section and other engineering sections as
required.
This evaluation must include the
impact on the hardness of the system, the
cost, the effect on the hardness assurance
and
subsequent
hardness
maintenance/
surveillance programs, and recomnendations
for alternate approaches. Thus, attached to
each change proposal will be the evaluation
of the
change with
respect
to
system
hardness,
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approved, and the .1ecomiended posit ion on
the
change (approval/disapproval).
if
approved, the CCB would then forwsrd the
recommended change with the results of the
evaluation for Air Force approval.
The following example is preseoted to
illistrate CCB actions.
Suppose a particuLar electronic circuit requires redesign for
performance reasons.
The circuit had been
HCC2 and wea composed of pieceparts which
were also HCC2.
The proposed modification
could resu!t in several of the pieceparts
becoming HCClK. Therefore, these pieceparts
would now be subject to more stringent
procurement controls, and there could ke a
significant cost impact assaociated with the
modification. This would be reported to the
CCB.
The CCI may require investigation to
determine if another approach to the problem
might yield a modification which would solve
the original problem and not create a
significant impact on RA costs.
The need for change may result from
initial
operational experience, revised requiremnts,
production difficulties, parts

acquisition problems, etc.
These must aLL
be coordinated through the CCB.
Kany
configuration
changes, such as circuit
reddsign, requiLe new parts and revised
manufacturing procedures.
Therefore the
change proposal must go to the Parts Control
Board for action on parts, and to the
Quality Assurance Board (QAB) to ensure that
appropriate quality assurance procedures are
developed for the new configuration.
The HADD plays an essential role in
this change control.
Reference to the MADD
can be made to check the baoieline design and
to determine the hardness criticality of the
elements for which changes are being recommended.
The RADD must be updated with all
approved changes. After Air Force approval,
the changes are sent to the appropriate
agency for implementation and to the I•ADD
section to update the baseline design.
It is emphasised that all mission critical equipment and elements'Eereof are subject to this strict change control and not
just
HCCI hardness critical items.
fact, the
sincthe CCB is the vehicle for (In
all
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configuration control, all system elements,
even
non
mission
critical,
will
be
controlled by the CCB and maintained in the
HADD.)
It
is this strict control which
allows
the
implementation
of
a
costeffective HA program.
QUALITY ASSURANCE - Quality assurance
ensures the output of the assembly/manufacturing process
conforms to the baseline
The quaiiLy assurance prohardened design.
cedures required for hardness assurance will
be incorporated in the normal QA program
governed by MIL-Q-9V08A.
A prerequisitm task tr" "4':liLy d,•b.,
ance inspections is the translation of applicable design parameters and hardening
approaches into specific manufacturing/assembly instructions to ensure that design
hardness is maintaired.
These instructions
muHL be clear, concise, and specific so that
& technician can implement them in such a
manner that the configuration defined in the
baseline
design
is
achieved.
Areas
requiring QAB control
include
connector
torque requirements necessary for adequate
EMP shielding effectiveness; intra-LRU wire
routing to minimize coupling to interior
circuits from EMP interface circuits; proper
cable shield terminations;
6ircumvention/
clamp circuit
configuration
requirements
necessary
for satisfactory
operation
of
these circuits; LRU, conduit, and hydraulic/
fuel line bonding; and avionics shielded bay
door
installation.
Those
procedures,
drawings, work instructions, etc., involving
hardness critical items, must be clearly
flagged to indicate that they are critical elements
in the hardness aqsurance
effort.
The task of developing QA procedures
should be a combined effort between personnel of the hardness group and appropriate
production personnel.
These procedures will
be incorpovated into the overall system and
subsystem manufacturing and assembly QA procedures, which will be maintained current as
part of the HADD library.
The next task is to examine the manufacturing processes and select and document
those procedures which must be monitored by
qualified inspectors and to identify points
in the manufacturing/assembly where inspecLions are required to ensure the quality of
the process.
Included in this task may be
the definition of connector torque tests,
"sniffer" tests of RF gaskets, LRU current
injection tests for IMP, and LRU nuclear
radiation tests.
The rationale for these
tests should be documented in detail to support any specific nuclear hardness quality
assurance testing.
The inspection and test
procedures related to HC items should be
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flagged such that they cannot b,! changed
without approval of the nuclear hardness
section.
The managerial control exercised in the
QA program will be centralized in the contractor QAB.
After completing the definition of the detailed program, the QAB will
ensure maximum effectiveness
and prevent
changes to the program which could, degrade
hardness.
(Layout will be similar to that
cf the CCB as depicted in figure 7).
The nuc.ear hardening features of the
QA program should be documented and maintained in the HADD.
The QAB should evaluate
all proposed changes to the program prior to
impl-mentatln-.
All changes should be coordinated with the nuclear hardness
section,
and new procedures related to nuclear hardening
should
be
appropriately
flagged.
Occasionally,
changes in manufacturing/installation procedures will mandate redesigning and/or parts changes.
In these cases,
coordination between the CCB and PCB is required and if the changes are approved, then
appropriate action by the CCB and PCB is
required.
PARTS CONTROL - Standard program parts
control procedures are described in MII.-STD891
(USAF).
The parts control program
should conform to these standard requirements to the maximum extent possible.
However, the standard program must be expanded
to include nuclear hardening aapects and to
include coverage of all types of parts.
The
primary method of parts control should be
the development
of
parts
specifications
which reflect the requirements and characteristics necessary for part conformance to
the baseline hardened design.
For purposes of this discussiun, it is
assumed a complete set of parts specifications has been developed
(and maintained
current as .art of the HADD library).
The
PCB must maintain the baseline parts specifications in a current status and ensure that
all
procurement
actions
incorporate
the
appropriate specifications.
The PCB should
also evaluate and minimize additions to the
parts list.
Changes in any basic part may
have serious effects at a higher tier level
in the design.
For example, a simple resistor change could seriously impact circuit
characteristics and the hardness criticaiity
of many associated pieceparts.
A change in
a structural component could impact blast,
thermal or EMP hardness.
Thus,
a part
chrnge represents a departure from the baseLine configuration and must be referred to
the CCB.
The PCI flow of events is similar to
that for the CCI (figure 7).
The parts
specifications should be kept current by the
PCB.
A complete set of the parts specifics-
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tions should be maintained as a ,t~rt o~f the
HADD.
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CONCLUS IONS

Hardness assurance is a er.'tical part
of the life cycle survivability program and
entire
the
into
integrated
be
must
acquisition process. A program based on the
above considerations munt be developed and
impLemented to achieve affordable system
and
its procurement
survivability over
operational life.
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